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HAIR TYPE BREAKDOWN
Type 1 is naturally straight and

usually fine hair. 

Type 2 hair is wavy hair that

usually isn’t overly oily or very dry

and is also a generally fine or

thin texture.

Type 3 hair is a curly hair texture

that usually has a defined “S”

shaped curl pattern. 

Type 4 hair is “kinky” or, more

appropriately, full of tight coils

(tightly curled hair). Typically,

type 4 hair is also extremely wiry

and fragile.
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HAIR POROSITY 
Hair porosity is about your hair's

ability to absorb and retain

moisture which affects how well oils

and moisture pass in and out of the

outermost layer of your hair which is

known as the cuticle. In order for

your hair to stay healthy and

hydrated, water, oils, and other

moisturizing products need to be

able to pass through the cuticle to

get to the cortex.



LOW POROSITY HAIR

Hair products tend to sit on your

hair and don’t absorb easily. 

it’s hard for water to saturate

your hair when washing (hair

takes a long time to get wet in

the shower).

it takes a long time for your hair

to air dry.

Your cuticles are tightly packed and

very close together. This makes it

harder for moisture to penetrate the

hair shaft which can make it harder

to style and treat.

NORMAL POROSITY HAIR

Your hair may be easy to style

and can hold styles for a good

length of time (day 4 hair still

looks good).

Your hair takes color well.

Your hair tends to look healthy,

shiny, or glossy.

it doesn’t take too long for your

hair to air dry.

The cuticles aren’t too close

together but aren’t too open either.

This allows moisture to penetrate

easily and it also makes it easier to

retain moisture for a longer period

of time.

Water and other moisturizing

products are quickly absorbed

into your hair.

Your hair tends to break easily.

Your hair tends to be frizzy and

dry.

it doesn’t take much time for

your hair to air dry.

Allows moisture to be absorbed into

the hair shaft easily yet it isn’t able

to retain moisture for long because

the cuticles tend to have gaps or

spaces between them.
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HIGH POROSITY HAIR



WHAT AFFECTS POROSITY?

Your porosity, or how your hair

absorbs and retains moisture, is

largely due to genetics. So, if low

porosity hair runs in your family,

there’s a good chance you’ll have

low porosity hair too. But while

genetics can affect porosity it isn’t

the only contributing factor. Blow

drying, bleaching, straightening,

over washing, and using relaxers can

damage your hair over time which

causes your hair cuticles to become

raised and open making it harder

for your hair to retain moisture. In

addition to hair treatments, too

much UV exposure can also increase

the porosity of your hair so be

mindful and use protective styling

on your hair while on vacation or

use products that have SPF or UV

protection properties in them

during warmer months.

TEST YOUR POROSITY

You’ll want to do the test on

freshly washed hair.

Fill a glass with water. Once your

hair is clean and dry, drop a

single strand of your hair into the

glass of water.

Watch the strand to see if it sinks

to the bottom of the glass or

floats at the top.

One of the easiest ways to test your

hair porosity is by using a glass of

water. Here’s how to do it:

 

Please keep in mind that you can

have 4c hair and have a normal

porosity or you can have type 2a

hair and have high porosity. This is

why it’s so important to find these

things out about your hair before

buying products and to also play

around with different combinations

of products within your routine to

find out what works for you!
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THE RESULTS
Low porosity: If the strand floats

at the top before sinking, you

likely have low porosity hair.

Normal porosity: If the strand

floats somewhere in the middle

of the glass, you probably have

medium or normal porosity hair.

High porosity: If the strand

quickly sinks to the bottom of

the glass, you likely have high

porosity hair.

TIPS FOR HIGH

POROSITY
Look for ingredients like butters

and oils in shampoos,

conditioners, and styling

products. These ingredients will

help moisturize your hair.

Use leave-in conditioners and

sealers. These products help your

hair hold on to moisture.

Use a heat protectant product on

your hair. Apply this product

before you blow dry or use other

heat styling treatments. This can

protect your hair from heat

damage.

Avoid hot water when

shampooing and conditioning.

Use lukewarm water instead or

cold water to seal the cuticle and

add shine.

Use protective styling to help

your hair lock in moisture for

days at a time. Flat twists are a

perfect option.
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TIPS FOR LOW POROSITY
Use protein-free conditioners.

These tend to be more easily

absorbed into your hair and may

be less likely to cause product

buildup.

Apply conditioner to hair that’s

already wet. Diluting the

conditioner may make it easier

to be absorbed into your hair.

Look for ingredients like glycerin

and honey in shampoos,

conditioners, and styling

products as they draw in

moisture from the air and into

your hair cuticle. 

Avoid products with too many

oils, as these tend to have a

harder time penetrating the

cuticle and may just sit on your

hair which you don’t want.

Apply heat when you condition

your hair. Use a steamer, heat

cap, or hooded dryer. Or, if you

don’t have those, put a shower

cap over your hair once you’ve

added a conditioner.

Use styles like braid outs and

twist outs to really force the hair

to absorb all of that water from

the shower along with your

styling product.



HAIR ELASTICITY
Elasticity is the measure of how

much the hair strand will stretch

and return to its normal state.

Healthy hair, when wet, will stretch

up to 50% of its original length and

return to its normal shape without

breaking while dry hair will only

stretch about 20%. So the healthier

your hair, the more shrinkage you

will experience even though that

may not be what you want to hear.

TEST YOUR ELASTICITY

Elasticity is rated as being low,

normal, or high. Hair with normal

and high elasticity is easily styled

with wet-roller sets, thermal styling

tools, etc., while hair with low

elasticity may break easily, be

harder to manipulate, loses its curl

quickly, and may lack the necessary

moisture to give it bounce and

volume.

If the hair stretches and returns

to its original length when

released, then it has good

elasticity. 

If the hair breaks or doesn't

return to its former shape, you

have low elasticity.

To test the elasticity of your hair,

you need to select strands of hair

from four different areas on the

head. Be sure that the hair is wet.

Hold the strand securely and stretch

the hair. 
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RESTORING ELASTICITY
Restoring elasticity means restoring

the health of your hair as elasticity

is a direct reflection of the state of

your hair. Using products that

distributes high amounts of

moisture with natural butters and

oils is the best way to do this along

with deep conditioning your hair on

a weekly or bi weekly basis. Cutting

your hair also helps as this gets rid

of dead ends that may not curl or

have a healthy bounce leaving your

healthy hair that's left after a cut to

flourish.

GET OUT THERE AND

FLOURISH
Now that you know a little bit more

about your hair, we hope that your

journey doesn't stop here and that

you continue to do your own

research to continue learning about

your hair type and what products

work best for you. 

What works for your bestie might

not work for you so remember that

it's all about trial and error so be

patient! Your twist out might not

come out right the 2nd time but

you'll be an expert by the 10th so

hang In there and stay persistent!
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